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Desawltion of Defiieno 

Lisetricia components required for the operation of the 33W traveling 
screams we not Class 73. FMA section 9.2.2 describes the screew 
functions as required for' 3M operation, thus requiring electrical 
ooftwmets to be Class ZZ. This deficiency occurred due to employees 
failing to recognise the requiremeto for this equipment during preparation 
or procuremen documnts.  

TWA Is continuing to investigate to determine appropriate corrective 
actOn. to Wisure that pv'ocawesient, documents correspond with FUAR 
requireaents.  

TWA has evaluated the electrical components for the 33GW traveling screens 
aW determined that the following components wre not Class 11.  

(1) Differential level diapraMW 
(2) Low speed detector switch 
(3) Traveling screen drive motors 

As an interim measure for Sequcyash TVA is taking the following steps: 

For the differential level diaphragms TVA has performed a failure 
evaluation and detenrmind that the failure mode of this component 
would result In the start of the screens and screew wash. Therefore, 
unintentional opertion of the screens will do nothing to degrade the 
£3CW flow.  

The failure evaluation for the low speed detectors indinates that the 
failure of the screen motors low speed detector could defeat scrtew 
operation. This could occur if there was a short across the switch 
which could blow the fuss protecting the drive motors. In order to 
prevent this type of failure, TVA hbs removed the low speed detector 
frma Its circit. With this switch removed, there would be no win 
control reom (MCI) annunciation oi low screew motor speed. it has 
been determined that the witch has no iniput to my control or logic 
functions and is not required for mitigation of design basis evnts; 
therefore thi lack or annunciation would not endanger the safe 
operation of the plant,
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The failmuw evaluation ft' the tuaveliag scrsen &IV* notor states 
that althoeo the motos we not clas n, the failure Of these motors 
In the shag' two Is not likely sines they we aeimiaally qualified, 
have bass Posowe with lUnited quality aswwmnt and have been 
tested for the service aviromnust. There, we two motors associated 
With sach train mnod even after a final ueitcobver to the M3 
staticat a single motor failure would not amw the affected train to 
lose Its capability to achieve safe P&Aatdoul. Therefore the 
soatiuaed we of these motors until Clans 19 motors can be Installed 
Is scceptable.  

As a perinent solutios, TV& will replace Owe above electrical, cscpowset 
with Class 1Noooem This equipment will be installed in accordance 
with the sobedul*9 provided in MtUO-5.  

The Interim asavites outlined above apply only to sequoyah. The permasent 
corrective motions apply to Watts Bar as well as Sequcyah.


